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ever can get at you. I do this simply by circling first to left, and then to right, 

with my hands, and you are now perfectly secure from all harm. 

Here is William, a little scared by his fright, but with all his battens on, 

and quite delighted to be with us again. 

It was as I said. A northerly current carried him away. 

You wanted more ballast, William. 

The sailors are loosing the cables, and are hoisting the sails; and now, 

together with the rest of our fleet, we sail out into the Channel. 

I must send up a white and red balloon-signal to Bob to follow us. 

He has seen it, and the “Air-scudder,” which looks quite a little dot of a vessel 

from that height, is tacking in our direction. Bob must come down lower ; Jack, 

send him up a blue balloon, and yet another, as he is not low enough yet. 

I want him within hailing distance, so that the girls may see the sea-fight. 

Yes, that is better. 

Are you all right, Bob ? 

All right, my hearty, shiver your timbers and keep to your luff. Yonder 

seems a large fleet of Soe vessels under full sail. Fetch me my spy-glass, 

Tommy. 

Yes, I can see the French flag, and the black flag of Eustace the Pirate. 

What a large number of vessels ; count them, Jack. 

“ Eighty big ships, and sixty smaller ones.” 

And we are only fifty, all told. What do our brave sailors care? 

With a shout we bear down upon them. 

Our Admiral makes as if he were heading for Calais, and we pass, as you 

see, right behind the Frenchmen ; but the signal goes aloft “’bout ship,” and now 

we are sailing right into their midst. 

Oh, this is exciting. We have now got “Ye Greene Dragone” wedged 

right in between two vessels, “La Ville de Paris,” and “La Belle France,” and 

to prevent their getting away, see our sailors are casting grappling irons into the 

Frenchmen’s rigging ; every other English ship has done the same. It is 

evidently going to be a fight at close quarters. 

Whizz go the arrows from our cross-bowmen, “The sweet little cherubs 

perched up aloft,” and the sudden salute makes the Frenchmen wince. 

And now do you notice those large sacks that have been brought up from 

the hold. They are full of quick lime. The sailors go to them, and, taking 

out large handfuls, throw them into the faces of their foes. - This is a very


